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et neutrality has been a contentious policy 

debate for more than a decade in the US 

and elsewhere. The basic policy goal, 

shared by proponents and opponents alike, is to 

maintain robust and open networks so that 

information technology entrepreneurs can thrive 

by continually innovating and serving consumers. 

Regrettably, net neutrality as practiced in the US 

is failing. 

There are two basic reasons for the failure. One is 

that net neutrality policy has lost its focus and is 

now a growing miscellany of ex ante regulations 

that frequently work against the entrepreneurs 

and consumers the rules are intended to help. 

The second reason is that the net neutrality 

mindset is locked into a fading paradigm in which 

networks are distinct from computing and 

content. Facebook, Netflix, and Google are 

investing in customized networks and, in doing 

so, demonstrating that next-generation 

breakthroughs will leap beyond the old mindset.  

If the US is to continue to be a place where 

consumers, entrepreneurs, and other enterprises 

can flourish in developing the next generation of 

information technologies, the country must move 

beyond net neutrality controversies to a policy 

framework that enables our industries to be 

world leaders. 

In this paper we describe such an approach by 

offering a framework that addresses the public-

interest concerns and controversies motivating 

today’s net neutrality conflicts and that provides 

consumers and service providers a way forward 

with new possibilities. Our approach offers a 

process for allowing industry players to evolve, 

new entrepreneurs to disrupt the status quo, and 

monopoly power to be quickly addressed without 

counterproductive governmental constraints on 

innovation.  

This bar against both abuse of monopoly power 

and unproductive government controls is 

important. If a monopoly were to exercise its 

monopoly power, it would drain economic value 

from the system and, to the extent that it could, 

allow only those innovations that served its 

monopoly power. Similarly, if the government 
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KEY POINTS 

 Net neutrality in the US is backfiring against some of the very people it is supposed to help, so we need 

a policy that gets beyond net neutrality to a framework that resolves disputes, enables leadership and 

innovation, and protects the poor. 

 One crucial feature is a multistakeholder approach to resolving conflicts within the industry. 

This system, which is common in the Internet, is where concerns such as connectivity, openness, and 

discrimination can be worked out. 

 The other crucial feature is limiting ex ante regulation to situations in which monopoly actually 

emerges. The framework provides a process and standards for introducing ex ante regulation.  
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added controls beyond those restricting the actual 

abuse of monopoly power, it would empower rent 

seeking, curb valuable innovations, and drown 

incentives for creating the next killer apps. 

Our framework is designed to achieve the 

following policy goals: 

 Promote innovation in a robust and open 

system of networks, content, and 

computing; 

 Control monopoly power and rent seeking; 

and 

 Protect entrepreneurship and vulnerable 

populations, such as the poor and the 

elderly.1 

As we explain in more detail later in this paper, 

our research has found that a policy framework 

that meets our objectives has three essential 

features. One is a multistakeholder approach to 

resolving conflicts regarding how providers of 

networks, content, and computing interact and 

evolve. Studies2 show that this approach is 

correlated with greater edge-provider3 innovation 

than a heavier-handed regulatory approach, such 

as what the Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC) adopted in its most recent net neutrality 

decision.4 

The second essential feature is controlling 

monopoly power with ex ante regulations if such 

power emerges and is exploited to the harm of 

customers.5 Ex ante regulation is appropriate 

when a firm is a natural monopoly and there is a 

need to address monopoly pricing, poor service 

quality, and an obligation to serve.6 We limit the 

imposition of ex ante regulations accordingly. 

These limits are well-grounded in scholarly 

literature and experience but are different from 

what exists in US statute.  

In 1934, when Congress formed the FCC and 

granted its regulatory powers, the telephone 

industry was comprised of monopolies, and the 

primary question before Congress was how the 

monopolies should be regulated for interstate 

purposes. In contrast, competition is the norm in 

today’s communications markets, and so the 

primary questions are: (1) How can industry 

players coevolve?7 (2) What processes should be 

in place to enable disrupters? and (3) When and 

how should ex ante regulation intervene in this 

otherwise competitive process?  

The remaining essential feature is the use of ex 

post regulation when anticompetitive conduct 

emerges to the harm of customers. This is the 

form of regulation practiced by the US 

Department of Justice (DOJ) and Federal Trade 

Commission (FTC). Ex post regulation is preferred 

to ex ante regulation for businesses that are not 

monopolies. We suggest no changes to their 

statutory authority, so we do not address ex post 

regulation further in this paper, even though it 

plays a crucial role. 

This paper proceeds as follows. We begin with an 

overview of the US experience with net neutrality. 

We then describe the multistakeholder framework 

that we believe is the most effective approach for 

addressing intra-industry conflicts while satisfying 

our three policy goals. Next we describe the 

proper way to address monopoly power if it 

emerges. The last section concludes. 

 

The US Experience with 

Net Neutrality 

The FCC has struggled to properly address net 

neutrality issues. Its first attempt was in 2005 

when the commission adopted an Internet Policy 

Statement,8 consisting of four consumer-centric 

guiding principles, also referred to as the “Four 

Freedoms,”9 intended “to ensure that broadband 

networks are widely deployed, open, affordable, 

and accessible to all consumers”10: 

 Consumers are entitled to access the lawful 

Internet content of their choice. 

 Consumers are entitled to run applications 

and use services of their choice, subject to 

law enforcement’s needs. 

 Consumers are entitled to connect their 

choice of legal devices that do not harm the 

network. 

 Consumers are entitled to competition 

among network providers, application and 

service providers, and content providers. 

A guiding-principles approach might have 

worked if the FCC had had proper authority to 
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put them into action. When the commission 

attempted to apply these principles in 2008,11 the 

DC Circuit Court rejected the FCC’s decision on 

jurisdictional grounds.12 

The FCC’s second attempt was in 2010 when the 

agency tried to write net neutrality rules.13 In 

2014 the DC Circuit Court again reversed the FCC 

on jurisdictional grounds.14 As part of this 2010 

attempt, the FCC adopted a light-handed, 

multistakeholder approach for addressing net 

neutrality issues.15 As we explain in our section on 

multistakeholder processes, this approach was 

short-lived, as the FCC has not engaged the 

multistakeholder group since the DC Circuit 

Court’s 2014 reversal of the FCC’s 2010 decision. 

The FCC’s latest attempt at net neutrality was its 

2015 Open Internet Order, in which the agency 

took a more heavy-handed approach, applying to 

the Internet its 1930s-era rules for regulating 

monopoly telephone companies.16 This decision 

has been appealed, and the appellate court just 

issued its opinion.  

Congress and the FCC’s former chief economist 

have criticized the agency’s latest decision and 

the process used to reach it. Congress censured 

the FCC for what it describes as the agency’s 

failure to follow the instructions from prior court 

decisions, lack of due process for rulemaking, and 

the inappropriate influence by the White House 

and other parties in the rule-making proceeding. 

The FCC’s chief economist at the time of the 

decision called the rulemaking process and 

subsequent order an “economics free zone” 

because the agency excluded input from its own 

economists when developing the decision.17 

Four serious problems have arisen with US net 

neutrality policy to date. One is a market muddle 

problem—namely that emerging net neutrality 

regulations have arbitrarily painted with a single 

brush numerous, distinct markets for Internet 

services, ignoring the effects of differences in 

competition, geography, customer type, services, 

and so forth. As a result, net neutrality is 

hindering the very innovations it is supposed to 

protect, creating undue scrutiny and threating 

bans of pro-consumer services. 

For example, the FCC is considering restricting 

third parties from paying for their customers’ 

data usage. Such bans could prohibit Internet 

service providers from facilitating free access to 

valuable services such as Wikipedia, weather, bus 

schedules, and e-government services.18 The ban 

could also prohibit health care providers from 

offering free mobile video to people who need 

health information, for example, low-income 

women who could watch prenatal-care videos.19 

Such bans press against the public interest.20 The 

effects would fall hardest on the poor, who 

benefit most from being able to manage their 

usage charges,21 and on the elderly, for whom 

Internet adoption lags, but who benefit 

tremendously from mobile broadband services.22 

Another problem that has arisen is an overkill 

problem—namely that some net neutrality rules 

restrict Internet service providers from offering 

service features, such as paid prioritization, that 

could help fledgling entrepreneurs compete with 

Internet giants, such as Facebook and Google, 

whose scale economies allow them to develop 

their own customized network capabilities.23 Such 

additional network services are important for 

communications for the deaf and blind, which 

need a guaranteed delivery and quality of 

communication, and for the development of 

telemedicine.24 Indeed one entrepreneur sued the 

FCC for the ban because he claims that his startup, 

a site in which users communicate in real time 

about the news, requires paid prioritization to 

work.25 

A third problem is an antiprogress problem—

namely that some net neutrality rules restrict 

Internet service providers’ abilities to take the 

Internet to higher levels of technological 

achievement by restricting what services they can 

provide to content providers. This imposes an 

aging business model on the industry and 

appears to have reduced Internet service provider 

investment in the US following the FCC’s most 

recent net neutrality decision.26 

Net neutrality is hindering the 
very innovations it is supposed 
to protect, creating undue 
scrutiny and threating bans of 
pro-consumer services. 
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Finally, ex ante regulations for net neutrality 

empowers some business interests to use 

regulation to disadvantage rivals. For example, 

some observers believe that the FCC is using its 

control of mergers to extract concessions from 

the merging entities, some of which are intended 

to benefit Netflix over its cable television rivals at 

the expense of consumers.27 

 

The Multistakeholder 

Process 

A multistakeholder process can resolve issues 

without creating the muddled market, overkill, 

and antiprogress problems described in the 

previous section. Multistakeholder is a 

governance model that seeks to bring affected 

parties together to participate in dialogue and 

decision making for solutions to common 

problems or goals. As Lawrence E. Strickling, US 

assistant secretary for communications and 

information and administrator of the National 

Telecommunications and Information 

Administration Administrator, explains, “The 

multistakeholder process . . . involves the full 

involvement of all stakeholders, consensus-based 

decision-making and operating in an open, 

transparent and accountable manner.”28 

The Internet is governed through a 

multistakeholder model in which shared 

principles, norms, and decision-making processes 

are developed. It incorporates a multitude of 

actors, and its success suggests that it is a proper 

format for addressing how network, computing, 

and content providers may coevolve. Luca Belli, 

founder of the Dynamic Coalition on Net 

Neutrality, a global multistakeholder group 

formed under guidance of the United Nations, 

praised the multistakeholder governance model 

as successful.29 

As a process for resolving intra-industry conflicts, 

the multistakeholder approach is superior to 

using ex ante regulations in markets where 

competition is present.30 As we indicated in the 

section on the US experience, the FCC applied 

this approach for a short period of time before its 

2010 net neutrality decision was overturned. The 

agency established an Open Internet Advisory 

Committee to track and evaluate the effects of the 

FCC’s 2010 rules and provider further 

recommendations to the FCC about how to 

preserve an open Internet.31  

The FCC’s multistakeholder approach contained 

the following elements, which are common in 

such processes: 

 Involved representatives from 

different sectors and interests. The 

FCC gathered some 20 individuals, 

representing a broad array of enterprises, 

including small and large Internet service 

providers and edge providers.32 

 Engaged stakeholders in a learning 

process toward a common goal. 

Representatives engaged in plenary 

sessions and four subcommittees that 

addressed mobile broadband, economic 

impact, transparency, and specialized 

services issues, respectively. While each 

stakeholder had its own vested interest, the 

process facilitated investigation and 

discussion on a range of contentious issues, 

building mutual understanding and 

respect. 

 Helped stakeholders to explicitly deal 

with power and conflict. While the 

group was convening, two potential net 

neutrality cases emerged in the market, and 

the process allowed a multifaceted 

investigation to the issues, which were 

ultimately resolved. 

 Integrated bottom-up and top-down 

strategies. The group used both bottom-

up and top-down approaches. The bottom-

up approach assigned stakeholders to 

working groups with deliverables for the 

plenary sessions. In the top-down approach, 

the FCC convened the session, provided the 

overall direction, and ensured that the 

process stayed on track. 

Although the FCC’s committee was short-lived, it 

engaged stakeholders meaningfully for more than 

a year, conducting five public meetings and 

numerous subcommittee meetings and producing 

numerous materials for further learning. 

There are several reasons why a multistakeholder 

is superior to ex ante regulations in resolving 

intra-industry disputes when there is 
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competition. Compared with the ex ante 

approach, the multistakeholder process: 

 Encourages more edge-provider 

innovation. A review of the mobile 

wireless ecosystems in the 50 countries 

with net neutrality policies shows that 

countries with multistakeholder models 

tend to have more edge-provider innovation 

than other nations, as measured by the 

number and diversity of startup firms.33 

 Has richer information.34 Ex ante rules 

are less effective because they impose rigid 

restrictions without sufficient information 

and because they are too inflexible to 

address stakeholders’ divergent needs. The 

multistakeholder process provides a way 

for conflicting positions to be aired by 

experts, for information to be shared, and 

for solutions to be proposed to resolve the 

conflict. The meetings, being open to the 

public, provide credibility and transparency 

on a contentious issue. 

 Allows innovation in all parts of the 

Internet ecosystem. The FCC’s ex ante 

rules are asymmetric in that they limit 

activity on the ecosystem’s network 

elements while other parts of the 

ecosystem—parts that may have equal or 

greater market power—are not affected. 

This asymmetry diminishes incentives for 

network investment and creates artificial 

power dynamics in the market. 

 Empowers permission-less 

innovation.35 Ex ante regulations require 

networks to seek regulatory permission 

before they can innovate. This reduces 

innovation because it raises the cost of 

innovation and diminishes the competitive 

advantage that networks can attain over 

one another from innovation. 

 Incorporates end users’ concerns by 

letting competition guide incentives. 

One critique of net neutrality rhetoric is 

that it forgets end users’ needs. As Ellen 

Goodman, a leading scholar of free speech, 

observes, net neutrality rules and their 

advocates are preoccupied with “edge 

providers when it comes to equality and 

liberty” at the expense of consumers: 

The theory of innovation and freedom 

that animates net neutrality revolves 

around the equality and liberty of edge 

providers. User interests are derivative of 

edge provider interests. Although net 

neutrality celebrates and seeks to 

preserve the Internet’s historic end-to-

end architecture, and though it 

recognizes the generativity of users as 

producers, the thrust of its campaign for 

equality and free expression lands 

heavily at only one end of the network.36 

 Has lower administrative costs. 

Experts and stakeholders do the work 

directly, reducing the need for legal 

proceedings while keeping the focus on 

users and innovation. 

 Reduces the possibility of regulatory 

rent seeking and political 

opportunism. Diminishing the 

government’s hand in competitive market 

outcomes decreases businesses’ opportunities 

to use the regulatory process to protect 

themselves from competition and to use 

their political connections to obtain 

favorable treatment. 

We suggest that the FCC oversee the 

multistakeholder process for addressing intra-

industry conflicts and that the process have the 

following features: 

 Membership open to salient industry 

participants.37 Because many potential 

stakeholders could claim an interest in 

industry rules, the multistakeholder 

process should be confined to the salient 

industry stakeholders—that is, those who 

are able to affect the industry, have a 

legitimate economic stakes, and are 

affected by the timeliness of decisions.38 

This protects the process from being 

dominated by political agendas and 

advocates whose interests are not tied to 

demonstrable customer benefits. 

 Governance structure of general 

body and subcommittees. The general 

body should have no more than 20 

members and include mostly the major 

economic interests, with some smaller 

industry participants. Subcommittees can 
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be formed as needed to represent particular 

interest areas, such as security concerns, or 

to address specific issues of interest to 

multiple participants. 

 Role restricted to issues of general 

interest. It should not include issues 

concerning conflicts between a customer 

and supplier. 

 Role of resolving conflicts internally. 

Recommendations for action to the FCC 

should be made only when the committee is 

unable to reach a decision. 

 Monitored by FCC and FTC staff. 

Monitoring by both ex ante and ex post 

regulators is important to ensure that 

discussions do not violate antitrust laws, 

that regulators are fully informed of the 

work, and that regulators are abreast of 

emerging industry trends. 

Our multistakeholder approach leaves open the 

possibility of ex ante rules if they are needed. We 

believe that the FCC should not adopt such rules 

absent a demonstrated need, as described in the 

next section. 

 

Ex Ante Conduct 
Regulation: Only in Cases 
with Actual and Enduring 
Abuse of Monopoly Power 

Situations may arise in which a firm obtains and 

exercises monopoly power. We address such 

situations in this section by describing proper 

standards for imposing ex ante regulations and 

how they should be applied.39 

America has the longest and richest history of ex 

ante government regulation of privately owned 

infrastructure. This experience and associated 

research has provided lessons that inform when 

ex ante control of industry conduct is useful and 

what form that oversight should take. 

When Is Ex Ante Regulation Appropriate? 

Scholars and practitioners in law, economics, and 

other disciplines who developed our modern 

regulatory framework settled on three necessary 

conditions for such regulation to be in the public 

interest.40 

The first condition is that customers are 

effectively powerless in their relationship to the 

enterprise, except to not consume the service. 

This means that the enterprise has and is 

exploiting an enduring monopoly, and no 

meaningful substitutes exist.41 If the firm simply 

has market power,42 if the monopoly position is 

expected to be short-lived,43 or if the firm does 

not exploit its monopoly position, then ex post 

regulation, such as that practiced by the FTC or 

DOJ, should be used to address conduct 

concerns.44 Ex post regulation is preferred in 

these circumstances because it is more adaptable 

to changing circumstances than are ex ante 

controls and can be more narrowly targeted to 

address actual abuses.45 

The second necessary condition is that the service 

is of peculiar importance—that is, it is essential 

for a customer to function effectively in the 

economy.46 Examples of peculiar services 

qualifying for ex ante regulation are electricity, 

water, and wastewater-processing services. Other 

important services—such as those provided by 

gasoline stations, commercial buildings, and 

grocery stores—are not provided by enduring 

monopolies and thus are rarely regulated with ex 

ante controls, but they are regulated under more 

general commercial laws providing for consumer 

protection, health, and safety. 

The third condition, which is often presumed 

rather than stated, is that the regulations actually 

improve outcomes.47 Just as imperfect markets 

perform imperfectly, imperfect regulation also 

performs imperfectly. Indeed, regulation might 

lower industry performance even relative to an 

unregulated monopoly.  

This might occur for several reasons. One is the 

principal-agent problem, when an agent, tasked 

with acting on the principal’s behalf, has the 

incentive and ability to work in his or her own 

best interest rather than that of the principal. 

Principal-agent relationships exist between 

regulators and businesses and between regulators 

and citizens. These information asymmetries 

weaken regulatory performance. Regulators can 

also be captured by business or political interests 

and may have ideological beliefs and alliances 

that cause them to deviate from serving the 
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public interest.48 As a result of this third 

condition, many countries require regulators to 

perform regulatory-impact analyses to justify 

regulations. 

Constraints on Imposing Ex Ante 

Regulation. Instances have arisen in which ex 

ante regulation was imposed even though the 

industry did not meet these requirements.49 This 

might occur because a government agency 

sincerely believes it can improve competitive 

markets by directing outcomes, because 

government officials simply want to expand their 

influence, because a business wants to gain 

advantage over customers or competitors and is 

able to convince government officials to favor it, 

or for some of the sources of imperfect regulation 

cited earlier.  

To prevent such outcomes, we suggest that the 

FCC’s authority to impose ex ante regulations be 

explicitly limited by imposing standards for how 

the FCC can find that enduring monopoly exists, 

that a service is of peculiar importance for 

customers, and that the benefits of regulation 

outweigh the costs. These limits should have two 

basic components. 

The first component is a set of standards for 

finding that the enterprise has an enduring 

monopoly for the market the FCC is investigating 

and that the firm is exploiting that monopoly 

position to the detriment of customers. One such 

standard is that the FCC be required to use 

market definition guidelines as adopted by the 

DOJ and FTC in their merger guidelines.50 These 

market definition rules are not perfect, as 

sometimes they overlook a market that is served 

by a monopoly,51 but the deficiencies are known 

and the standards are considered world-class.52 

Another standard is that it must be shown that 

customers within the relevant markets have no 

effective alternative to a single provider. This 

requires econometric studies showing that 

customers do not substitute other services for this 

provider’s service.  

A third standard is that the FCC demonstrates 

that the monopoly power results from a physical 

constraint limiting the market to a single service 

provider and that the physical barrier will not be 

overcome by foreseeable technology changes. 

Another standard is that the conduct making the 

regulation necessary be explicit. Table 1 shows 

Table 1. Relevant Information to Justify Regulation 

Regulation Types of Evidence Likely to Be Relevant 

Prohibition on 
Blocking 

The Internet service provider is blocking customer access to sites or apps that 
provide services in competition with the Internet service provider’s service. 

Limits on 
Throttling 

The Internet service provider slows customers’ data regularly, either sending or 
receiving, without the customers agreeing to the throttling in advance as part of the 
conditions of service. 

Limits on Paid 
Prioritization 

The Internet service provider degrades service quality for nonprioritized traffic, 
relative to situations where paid prioritization is or was unavailable, or in effect 
cross-subsidizes its content services by charging its rivals higher prices for 
prioritization than it effectively charges its own content services. In addition, it needs 
to be proved that the proposed limits on paid prioritization will not unreasonably limit 
small content providers from obtaining a service that enhances their abilities to 
compete with larger content providers. 

Requirements for 
Transparency on 
Network 
Management 
Practices 

The Internet service provider engages in network-management practices—such as 
fault, configuration, performance, security, and accounting management—in ways 
that hinder rivals relative to the Internet service provider’s own competitive services. 
In addition, evidence must show that the proposed transparency requirements will 
not unreasonably limit the Internet service provider’s ability to innovate and obtain 
competitive advantage through such innovations. 

Limits on 
Sponsored Data 

The Internet service provider hinders rivals by in effect cross-subsidizing its own 
content services and providing itself favorable arrangements for sponsored data. 
The proposed limit on sponsored data does not unreasonably hinder low-income 
customers from obtaining services that they could not otherwise afford or providing 
online alternatives for distribution to advertisers. 

Source: Authors. 
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some possible examples of the explicit evidence 

that needs to be presented to justify different 

types of regulation.   

The second component of the limitation on the 

FCC is a requirement that the agency performs a 

rigorous regulatory-impact analysis that 

demonstrates that: 

1. The service, such as electricity or water, is 

indeed essential for customers to effectively 

function in the economy and society. 

2. The likely effects of imperfect regulation do 

not offset the presumed benefits of 

regulation. 

3. Innovation is hindered by the absence of 

regulation. Such an analysis must include a 

comparison across markets demonstrating 

that markets with effective monopolies 

have less innovation than other markets, 

consider innovation in infrastructure and in 

downstream markets, and identify the 

extent to which vertically integrated 

providers with upstream monopolies are 

discriminating against rivals and to which 

infrastructure services are distorting 

downstream competition by favoring 

incumbent downstream service providers. 

4. Adopted regulations would improve the 

climate for innovation and would not create 

opportunities for rent seeking by businesses 

or other institutions seeking favorable 

regulatory treatment or protection from 

competition. 

5. The benefits of the adopted regulations 

outweigh their costs. 

To ensure the integrity of the regulatory-impact 

analysis, process and analytical standards should 

be above the Office of Management and Budget’s 

current requirements.53 These should include: 

1. An assessment by the FCC’s chief 

economist and chief technologist that the 

analytical methods are of the highest 

standards and that the technology and 

economic assumptions are appropriate; 

2. Public comment on the modeling approach 

before conducting an actual study; and 

3. Demonstration that the results are robust 

under realistic scenarios. 

When the FCC is studying whether a market 

should be regulated, the burden of proof should 

be on the proposition that ex ante regulation is 

needed. This is important because today’s normal 

market is competitive, meaning that monopoly is 

the exception. Furthermore this limits businesses’ 

abilities to lobby for regulations that protect them 

from competition. 

 

Conclusion 

Net neutrality as practiced in the US is failing. 

The policy has become a growing miscellany of ex 

ante regulations that frequently work against the 

entrepreneurs and consumers the rules are 

intended to help, and the net neutrality mindset 

is locked on a fading paradigm in which 

communications, content, and computing are 

distinct.  

This paper proposes a way forward in US 

communications policy that addresses the current 

net neutrality debate and enables US customers 

and businesses to take information industries to 

the next level. Our framework is designed to 

promote innovation in a robust and open system 

of networking, content, and computing; control 

monopoly power and rent seeking; and protect 

entrepreneurs and vulnerable populations, such 

as the poor and the elderly. 

Our approach has three essential features. First, 

we propose that regulators primarily rely on a 

multistakeholder approach to addressing 

conflicts regarding how networks, content, and 

computing can coevolve. This is preferable to ex 

ante regulations because it is more information 

rich, results in greater innovation, has lower 

administrative costs, and promotes competition 

for providing customer value over competing for 

political or regulatory attention. 

Another essential feature is the control of 

monopoly power with ex ante regulations if and 

only if such power emerges and is exploited to the 

harm of customers. We place limits on the 

imposition of ex ante regulations by specifying 

standards for identifying monopoly power and for 

determining whether regulation is likely to 

improve outcomes. 

Finally, we suggest that ex post regulation 

continues to serve its role of addressing 
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anticompetitive conduct when it occurs and 

harms customers. Although this is an important 

feature of regulating economic activity, we do not 

explore this in depth in this paper, as we are 

suggesting no changes from the status quo. 
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